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Anyone familiar with this gallery’s program, which primarily features abstract and representational 
painting and sculpture from Dresden-based artists, will be surprised by the open-ended title of 
this group show. Here, works by gallery artists are installed alongside art by two guests, Wilhelm 
Müller (1928–1999) and Jennifer Jordan, which is all the more surprising. The show seems to act 
like aparcours within which one can continuously pose an elementary question concerning form: 
Is it lost? Or has it already been found again? 
 
Near the entrance, visitors are greeted by an imposing untitled textile sculpture from 2007 by 
Jordan that hangs like a banner. It maintains its subtly curving form––making it more than a flag–
–through the bias of the sewn fabric panels, and the wires that the artist has stitched into the 
seams. The Frank Nitsche video Museo Nacional de Antropologia (National Museum of 
Anthropology), 2011, allows us to glimpse an indefinable, swaying object from behind; only after a 
few seconds does the camera reveal that the object is the waving tail of a squirrel. Müller’s 
drawings in silverpoint from the 1990s offer a little less fanfare. They illustrate a typical approach 
of the artist––dividing sketched lines and circles along their axes––so that from one macroform, 
many microforms emerge. 
 
The paintings here offer modest revelations of their own. In Markus Draper’s Loch (Hole), 2004––
a small, unprimed canvas with several surfaces of black paint visibly painted over each other––
not one but several images appear to be mysteriously stapled one behind the other. In a similar 
vein, Eberhard Havekost’s oil painting Nuclear War Let’s Talk About It, B11, 2011, confronts the 
observer with a banal, black, flat screen. If one gazes at it long enough, the feeling of being a little 
lost occurs, and from a completely subjective perspective one might again ask the question of 
where “form” begins, and where it ends. 
 
Translated from German by Diana Reese.  
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